ABSTRACT As the use of smart mobile devices increases, users can connect and coordinate with local people or events that match their interests through geosocial networking applications. Such applications require techniques that support multiple-user location-based keyword (MULK) query processing, which takes a set of geo-locations and a set of keywords as arguments and returns a list of relevant POIs that match the arguments. In geosocial networking, processing this query involves two issues: mining users' individual preferences and indexing road networks. In this paper, we investigate how to mine users' individual preferences by enhancing MULK query processing with interactions, resulting in interactive multiple-user location-based keyword query. Furthermore, we propose a hierarchical road network index structure to support efficient query processing. Finally, we conduct a set of experiments that demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of our solutions under various parameter settings.
I. INTRODUCTION
Geosocial networking allows users to interact relative to their current locations. For example, such networking can enable a group of users to jointly decide on an activity or a meeting location. Popular geosocial applications, such as Foursquare, 1 Wechat, 2 and Facebook Places, 3 share both locations and users' recommendations about those locations, which has obvious implications for event planning and coordination. These locations are viewed as Points of Interest (POIs) that are associated with geo-locations (usually in the form of longitude and latitude) and textual descriptions (e.g., features, facilities, and reviews). However, fully utilizing this information calls for techniques that support Multiple-User Location-based Keyword (MULK) query processing, which takes a set of geo-locations and a set of keywords as arguments and returns a list of relevant POIs that match the arguments.
According to [1] , we can categorize these location-based keyword queries as follows. Table 1 shows their major characteristics.
• Boolean Range Queries [2] retrieve all POIs whose textual descriptions contain all the query keywords and whose locations are within the query region.
• Boolean kNN Queries [3] retrieve the k POIs nearest to the query user, and each POI's textual description covers all the query keywords.
• Top-k Queries [4] consider both spatial distance and textual relevance to retrieve up to the k highest-ranked POIs.
• Co-location Queries [5] find a group of POIs that cover all the query keywords and have the smallest diameter, which is defined as the largest distance between any pair of objects in the group.
• Collective Group Queries [6] retrieve a group of spatial POIs such that the group's keywords collectively cover the query keywords and whose POIs are nearest to the query users and have the lowest inter-object distance. As a practical example of a geosocial networking application, suppose that a group of Meetup users at different locations wish to meet at a restaurant (e.g., one serving their favorite meal) requiring the least travel time. Further, if the first person to arrive finds that the restaurant is full, the group can conveniently choose another restaurant of interest from the result set that involves the shortest rerouting time. As another application scenario, suppose that a group of visitors locating differently in Disneyland park want to gather at a theme park such as ''Mickey's Toontown''. Each visitor provides the keywords representing their interests such as ''King Arthur Carrousel'' and ''roller coaster''. Each park has a limited accommodation ability. These visitors wish to spend the minimum amount of time gathering together. Furthermore, if one visitor reaches the park and finds that the queues are full, they can inform others so that they can proceed to another place with the shortest travel time. These scenarios require that queries strictly satisfy conditions 2, 3, 4 and 5 in Table 1 . The query types listed above cannot address this common scenario. Two other issues that arise when handling this scenario are explained below.
In geosocial networking applications, users' individual preferences must be considered during processing of the MULK query [7] , [8] . The queries in the preceding classification are supposed to ask users to specify their preferences. However, users' individual preferences are latent, and users have difficulty expressing them accurately. Because inaccurate expressions concerning the group's individual user preferences will lead to inaccurate or even incorrect query results, a method for conveniently mining the latent individual preferences of the group's users becomes a key issue. Another solution is to make group recommendations for users based on their profiles and past activities. Group recommendation methods, such as PolyLens [9] , group recommendation algorithms [10] and quantitative conditional preference models [11] , typically create a ''pseudo-user'' profile for each group or merge the recommendation lists of individual users at runtime. However, group recommendations heavily rely on users' past preferences, query histories and other relevant information.
To address this issue, we propose an Interactive Multipleuser location-based Keyword (IMK) query that mines users' individual preferences by interacting with them in rounds. In each round, when presented with a set of result POIs returned in the previous round, users can pick the POIs that they prefer/dislike the most. Then, we start another round by considering the users' responses. Some previous works have used interaction to enhance the results of location-based keyword queries. This approach avoids having to explicitly determine the users' preferences between spatial distance and keyword relevance. Nanongkai et al. [12] formalized the problem as one of minimizing the regret ratio through interaction. Zheng et al. [13] used interaction to improve the effectiveness of Top-k location-based keyword queries. Nevertheless, these interactive queries cannot be applied to MULK queries because, when interacting with one user, the preferred/disliked POIs can be included in/excluded from the result set for the next round. However, this approach is unsuitable for a group of users because two users in a group may select different POIs that reflect their individual preferences. Hence, MULK queries require a mechanism that can balance the preferences and dislikes of all the group's users. In realistic geosocial networking applications, users' locations and POI accessibility are constrained by road networks. The distance between two POIs must be determined by the shortest path along the road networks rather than by the Euclidean distance. An indexing architecture used to index POIs in road networks was proposed in the references [14] - [16] . Using this architecture, the queries expand from a single query user in increasing order of network distance to his/her location. For example, in Figure 1 , for user u 1 , the query needs to examine the state of 11 POIs 9 , p 2 , p 1 } in turn during the query processing. Thus, the query has a computational complexity of O(s), where s is the number of POIs in the road networks, which quickly becomes intolerable when s is large. Hence, improving the efficiency of this process is critical. A straightforward solution is to index POIs with subgraphs (a set of POIs) and provide an efficient comparison among the subgraphs under the road networks. By utilizing subgraph comparison, we can filter out subgraphs that are unworthy of consideration, which will obviously reduce the query processing time. Inspired by the partitioning of a spatial domain into cells, we propose Snode to group POIs under road networks. With Snode, we devise a hierarchical index-based solution that supports efficient query processing. As shown in Figure 2, Our main contributions are summarized as follows:
• We propose an IMK query processing framework that not only returns k POIs with a minimized cost function by considering user co-locations, individual keywords, and the distances between POIs but also eliminates problems involved in explicitly specifying user's individual preferences by interacting with them in rounds.
• We propose a hierarchical index of road networks, based on which we propose a solution for processing IMK queries efficiently. In addition, we present an algorithm for the index updating.
• We conduct a series of experimental evaluations to demonstrate the efficiency and effectiveness of our solutions under various parameter settings. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II provides a formal definition of an IMK query. Sections III to VII discuss the technical details of the proposed solutions. Our experimental evaluations are presented in Section VIII, followed by a brief discussion of related work in Section IX. Finally, Section X concludes this paper.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND PRELIMINARIES
Road networks. A road network can be modeled as a multigraph in which there is more than one edge between two vertices. The cost function of the IMK query (see Section III) considers the shortest path between two POIs. Multiple edges between the same pair of vertices can thus be reduced to one edge in such cases while preserving the relevant details [17] . Hence, we model a road network as an undirected connected graph G = (V , E), where V is a set of vertices and E is a set of edges. A vertex v ∈ V represents a road intersection or an endpoint in the road network, and an edge e (v,v ) ∈ E represents a road segment. Each edge is associated with a nonnegative weight w(e) representing the length of the edge from one vertex to the other, which can be the travel distance, trip time, or toll of e (v,v ) . For simplicity, in this paper, we assume that edges support bidirectional traffic and consider their lengths as the travel distances. However, our approach also supports unidirectional traffic, where e (v,v ) = e (v ,v) . The degree of vertex v is denoted as d (v) . Specifically, a vertex with d(v) ≥ 3 is called an intersection vertex.
POI dataset. Let be a set of keywords. Without loss of generality, we consider a set of POIs, where the size (cardinality) of is denoted as | | = s. Each POI p ∈ is located on an edge e ∈ E of the road network G. Thus, p can be represented as a tuple p = id, λ, ψ , where p.id is p's identifier and p.ψ is a set of keywords (p.ψ ⊂ and |p.ψ| = m p ) that describe the POI (e.g., a dish served by a restaurant). p.λ = (e, ||p, v||) is the distance between p and the endpoint (vertex) of the edge e on which p is located.
Because the distance ||v, p|| is equal to the distance ||v, v || − ||v , p|| in a road network graph G, knowing the distance between p and one vertex (denoted as the reference vertex) is sufficient to locate p. Note that if unidirectional traffic is considered, the edge e (v,v ) is different from the edge e (v ,v) , and the distance ||v, p|| may not be equal to the distance ||v, v || − ||v , p||. User group. A user group U = {u 0 , u 1 , . . . , u n−1 } is the set of users issuing the query. Each group user u ∈ U can be represented as a tuple uid, λ, ψ , where u.uid is u's identifier, u.λ is u's location (latitude and longitude), and u.ψ ⊂ is a set of keywords provided by u. Without loss of generality, we assume that users are located on edges of the road network G. Hence, we have u.λ = (e, ||u, v||), where e is the edge on which u is located and ||u, v|| is the distance between u and the endpoint (vertex) of edge e. a set of keywords. Figure 4 shows an example of a user group.
The frequently used notations are summarized in Table 2 . 
A. MULK QUERIES
A MULK query Q takes the form U , k , where U is a user group and k is the number of expected results. Given a query Q, a road network G, and a set of POIs , Q returns a set of POIs χ (χ ⊂ ) that minimize the cost function F(χ, Q) and where |χ | = k. Next, we describe the cost function F(χ, Q). Given a set of POIs χ, the cost function F(χ, Q) has two weighted components:
where F 1 (χ , U ) is dependent on the distances between the POIs in χ and the group's users, while F 2 (χ) characterizes the inter-object distance among the POIs in χ. Here, α ∈ [0, 1] is the parameter used to balance F 1 (χ, U ) and F 2 (χ).
In the context of road networks, normalizing the network distance requires computing the shortest path between any two points in the road networks, which is prohibitively costly to perform in practice [14] . To avoid normalizing the network distance, F 1 (χ , U ) is defined as follows:
where d N (u, p) is the network distance, which is the sum of the edge weights on the shortest path between u and p (e.g., in Figure 3 , d N (u 2 , p 0 ) = 7). TR(u, p) represents the textual relevance between the keywords provided by user u and the keywords describing POI p. The query parameter β is a positive real number (β ∈ R + ) and defines the importance of one measure over the other. For example, if β = 0, only textual relevance is considered, and β > 1 increases the importance of the network distance over textual relevance.
Textual relevance TR(u, p) can be captured by any information retrieval model. In this work, the cosine similarity [18] is used to evaluate the similarity between u and p, which is defined as follows.
The weight w t,u.ψ = ln(1+ Typically, F 2 (χ) is given as
For the example in Figures 3 and 4 , given an MULK query Q =< {u 0 , u 1 , u 2 }, 3 >, the result set χ = {p 0 , p 1 , p 8 } will be obtained according to Equation (1) with the parameter α = 0.5, β = 1. Meanwhile, F 1 (χ , U ) = 1 − Considering the individual preferences of a group's users, assume that there is a weight matrix W that can quantitatively represent their individual preferences. Thus, this query can be answered by utilizing existing hybrid indexing structures and query processing algorithms [7] , [8] . However, users' individual preferences are often latent and resist quantification. Therefore, it is often impractical to require the group's users to provide the weight matrix W. We observed that to well define the entire area of multi-criteria decision making, it is always implicitly assumed that when presented with choices, users know which items in a set of examples they like or dislike the most [12] . Therefore, by assuming that, when presented with a set of tuples, users can determine which tuple they prefer or dislike the most, we can further formalize IMK queries.
B. IMK QUERIES
Given a set of POIs χ , T = {<p τ 0 , p ι 0 >, . . . ,<p τ n−1 , p ι n−1 >} is called a user feedback set, where < p τ i , p ι i > is the tuple picked by user u i from χ . Here, <p τ i , p ι i > indicates u i 's choice of the best and worst POIs in χ . For the example in Figure 3 , given χ = {p 0 , p 1 , p 8 
An IMK query is processed in rounds. In the i-th round, based on the user feedback set T returned by the group's users in the previous round, IMK returns a set of POIs χ (χ ⊂ ) that minimize the cost function F(χ, Q, T ) and where |χ | = k. This iterative, interactive process continues until the users stop it explicitly or when the system automatically decides to exit when no more benefit can be obtained through further iterations. Indeed, each user in U has the power of terminating the query interaction.
The cost function F(χ, Q, T ) is as follows:
where F 3 (χ , T ) represents the users' collective degree of satisfaction on χ . The parameters α, γ ∈ [0, 1] take on positive values used to balance F 1 (χ, U ), F 2 (χ) and F 3 (χ, T ).
III. COST FUNCTION CONSTRUCTION
During the i-th interactive round, assume that χ is the POI set that will be returned by the IMK query at the end of this round.
The user group has returned a user feedback set T based on the result set of the (i − 1)-th round. We construct the cost function F(χ , Q, T ) of the IMK query for the i-th round by utilizing T .
A. A USER's SATISFACTION DEGREE
To simplify understanding, we use a two-dimensional coordinate system to denote the relations between the POIs in χ and the POIs in 
where
We draw two lines that are perpendicular to u i 's balanced vector
and that run through the points S i
Thus, the plane is partitioned into three regions: A, B and C. Similarly, given a POI p j , we draw a perpendicular line from the point P j i to the vector
and its extension line, where
Its pedal is denoted as P j i . u i 's satisfaction degree over p j , denoted as M ij , can be calculated as follows. • If the point P j i is located in region A (as is shown in Figure 5 (a)), POI p j is better than the preferred POI picked by u i . M ij can be calculated as follows:
• If the point P j i is located in region B (as is shown in Figure 5 (b)), POI p j will be acceptable to u i . M ij can be calculated by
• If the point P j i is located in region C (as is shown in Figure 5 (c)), POI p j is worse than the least-preferable POI picked by u i . The calculation for M ij is
Consequently, u i 's satisfaction degree for χ is
A smaller M i indicates a higher satisfaction degree on the POI set χ.
B. THE IMK COST FUNCTION
We define F 3 (χ , T ) based on the coefficient of variance as follows:
and
F 3 (χ , T ) demonstrates the overall satisfaction degree of the group's users on POI set χ that will be returned in the VOLUME 6, 2018 i-th round, referring to the user feedback set T . Because 0 < M ≤ 3 and 0 ≤ σ χ ≤ 3/2, we have 0 < F 3 (χ, T ) ≤ 1. A smaller value of F 3 (χ, T ) indicates a better overall satisfaction degree of the group's users.
By combing the three components F 1 (χ, U ), F 2 (χ), and F 3 (χ, T ), the exact cost function of IMK can be constructed.
IV. IMK QUERY PROCESSING
An IMK query is processed in rounds. In the first round, the user feedback set T is empty, and F 3 is initialized to 1. In each of the subsequent rounds, the user group generates the user feedback set T based on the previously retrieved set of POIs. Then, the subroutine IMKQueryFunc(Q, ♦, k, T ) is invoked to retrieve a set of POIs χ that minimize the cost function F(χ , Q, T ) and where |χ | = k. The query processing continues until the function Terminate(F(χ, Q, T ), ♦) returns True. Algorithm 1 shows an overview of the IMK query processing.
Algorithm 1 An Overview of IMK Query Processing

Input:
U : The query user group k: The expected number of result POIs Output:
χ: The final result POI set 1: r ← 0 //r represents r-th round 2: Initialize the high bound of the cost function: ♦ ← ∞ 3: Initialize the result set: χ ← ∅ 4: Initialize the User feedback set:
T ← The user group feedback on χ 8: while not Terminate(F(χ, Q, T ), ♦) do 9: r ← r + 1 10:
T ← The user group feedback on χ 13: end while 14: Return χ as the final result set In Algorithm 1, the Terminate(F(χ, Q, T ), ♦) subroutine checks whether the interaction phase should terminate. Termination can also be explicitly indicated by any user when he/she no longer wishes to continue the interaction. However, more preferably, termination should occur automatically through the system. The cost function F(χ, Q, T ) decreases as the interaction continues (see Figure 19 in Section VIII-A). Hence, at the end of each round, we evaluate whether the decreasing ratio between the two consecutive rounds is below a given threshold η ∈ R: if so, we terminate the interaction. We further present the implementation of the subroutine IMKQueryFunc(Q, ♦, k, T ).
In IMK queries, we assume that when presented with a set of tuples, users can determine which tuple they prefer or dislike the most. However, when users' intentions are not clear (e.g., they may randomly select tuples), the Algorithm 1 will terminate because it cannot find the result set with a better cost function in the next round. This leads to the problem of how to present users with well-designed candidate sets of tuples; we leave this as our future work.
V. A HEURISTIC-BASED SOLUTION
A straightforward solution is to enumerate each combination of POIs and calculate the cost function. With k POIs selected from , | | = s, at the most C k s combinations need to be considered. However, this approach yields a factorial running time based on the number of POIs, which is obviously very computationally expensive.
We observed that k is quite small compared with the dataset cardinality s. Hence, we can propose an exact algorithm based on dynamic programming to find the χ with the minimal cost function. We evaluate our proposed solutions in Section VIII by treating this algorithm as the baseline solution. The main idea underlying this algorithm is to check each state to find the lowest cost. The state is defined by its subproblem, namely, Po [j, v] , which is the minimum cost function for selecting v POIs from the first j POIs.
Unfortunately, this algorithm has a computational complexity of pseudo-polynomial time, which is unacceptable when s is large. Hence, we propose a heuristic-based solution for minimizing the cost function of each candidate POI in the road network G. The main idea can be described as follows. The method starts from the edges on which the query users are located and expands the search to the adjacent edges in turn. For each search, the method checks the value of the POIs on the edges. The POI with the lowest value will be inserted into the query result set. The method terminates when the query result set has k POIs or when all edges of the road network G are visited.
The value of a given POI p i , denoted as Val p i , is
where χ is the current result set when we examine POI p i . Algorithm 2 shows the implementation of the IMKQuery Func(·, ·, ·, ·) subroutine. The algorithm maintains a minpriority heap H to store the POIs that are to be checked. Initially, the edges where the query users are located are found, and the POIs on these edges are inserted into H in ascending order of their values (Steps 2 to 7). Then, the topmost POI p i is popped from the heap H. If F(χ ∪ p i , Q, T ) ≤ ♦, the POI p i is inserted into the result set, χ. The value of each POI in H and the min-priority heap H are updated referring to the new χ. Otherwise, p i is removed from H and discarded (Steps 9 to 15). Further, the POIs that stay on the adjacent edges of the edge on which p i is located, if they are not visited, are inserted into the heap H (Steps [16] [17] [18] [19] . The iteration terminates when |χ| = k or the heap H is empty.
Considering the example in Figure3, we are supposed to retrieve a set of 2 POIs with the minimum F(χ , Q, T ). Initially, there are no POI on the edges e (v 2 ,v 4 ) , e (v 9 ,v 13 )
Q: the query k: the required number of result POIs ♦: the high bound of the cost function T : the feedback set Output:
χ: the result set 1: H ← ∅ 2: edge set E ← find the edges on which the query users are located 3: H ← POIs on the edge e, e ∈ E 4: while (H = ∅) do 5: E ← the adjacent edges of the edge e, e ∈ E 6: insert the POIs on the edge e, e ∈ E into H 7: end while 8: while ((H! = ∅) and (|χ| < k)) do 9:
update the value of each POI in H referring to χ ∪p i and Equation (12) 13: else 14: p i is removed from H and discarded 15: end if 16: E ← the adjacent edges of the edge where p i lies 17: for each e ∈ E do 18: if e is NOT visited then 19: insert the POIs on the edge e into H 
VI. HIERARCHICAL INDEX-BASED SOLUTION
Because the index for the road network is missing, the solution proposed in Section V is not efficient. The solution expands from the query user locations and has to search the POIs on the adjacent edges in turn. Hence, in the worst case, it may search the entire road network. On the other hand, without the index, the solution may be trapped in a local optimum. This may cause the IMK query results to be unstable. We will show this problem in Section VIII. Hence, we propose the hierarchical index-based solution in this section.
A. ABSTRACTING A GRAPH WITH Snode
In the road network, a portion conceptually covered by a cluster (or a community) can represent a potential subgraph that has similar attributes [19] . Generally, intersection vertices in a road network play more important roles. On the other hand, smaller subgraphs can make the graph abstraction more fine grained. Hence, a subgraph with only one intersection vertex can represent the minimum meaningful unit for graph abstraction.
Definition 
Based on the Snode definition above, we propose a graph abstraction algorithm as shown in Algorithm 3.
Given a graph G = {V , E}, using depth-first search (DFS), we build up a queue G = {v G 0 , v G 1 , ...} to retain vertices whose degree is greater than 3 (Steps (5)- (9)). In Steps (11) 
is O(n).
Considering an example of Algorithm 3, the graph G = {V , E} that needs to be abstracted is shown in Figure 6 . G , SN , G and MS are all initialized empty from Step (1) to Step (4). The queue G = {v 2 , v 4 , v 11 } is obtained in Steps (5) to (9) . Initially, vertex v 2 is popped from G at Step (11) , and its corresponding adjacencies N 2 = {v 0 , v 1 , v 3 } re retrieved during Steps (13) to (17) . At
Step (18) 
if (the degree of v G i ≥ 3) then 7:
end if 9: end for 10: while ( G is not empty) do 11 :
N i ← ∅
13:
for (each adjacency ϕ il of v G i ) do 14: if ((the degree of ϕ il < 3)and (∀sn ∈ SN , ϕ il / ∈ sn.V )) then 15 :
end if 17: end for 18: construct an Snode Sn with v G i and N i .
19:
SN ← Sn 20: end while 21: for (each Sn ∈ SN ) do 22: Construct a virtual vertex v for Sn.V 
B. THE HIERARCHICAL INDEX OF A ROAD NETWORK
Next, we create a basic index for the graph G = {V , E} generated from Algorithm 3. The basic index consists of four components, as shown in Figure 8 .
• The Edge and Vertex component, denoted as GC, employs vertex partitions and edge partitions to store the vertex set G.V and the edge set G.E of the graph G, respectively.
• • The Spatial component, denoted as SC, stores the detailed representation of each edge in G. The details of each edge are described by a polyline that includes the vertices and POIs lying on that edge. Based on this basic index, we construct a hierarchical index HI for a given road network G that stores the basic index for the graphs at each level, as shown in Figure 9 . For simplicity, GC i , AD i , MS i and SC i represent the edge and vertex component, adjacency component, mapping component and spatial component for graph G i , respectively. Algorithm 4 details the hierarchical index construction. Initially, G is viewed as a graph at level 0, denoted as G 0 , at Step (1). We build up the minimal spanning tree of G 0 using the Prim algorithm in Step (2). Because MS (j+1) stores the relations that map virtual POIs and vertices to Snodes in G j , MS 0 does not exist. Similarly, MS 1 is empty because there are no Snodes in G 0 at Step 3. Algorithm 3 is invoked to create the basic index for the upper level graph G j+1 , which is stored in the hierarchical index HI (Step (6)). The iteration stops when no vertex of degree greater than 3 exists at Step (5).
According to Algorithm 4, we construct the HI of the example in Figure 3 , as shown in Figure 10 . We maintain a min-priority heap T E to preserve POIs according to their values. At Step (2), graph G is initiated with the highest-level graph in HI. The heap T E is initialized with the POIs in G in Step (4) to Step (9). In Step (11), current is popped from the heap T E. If it is not included in the mapping component MS, which means that it is a real POI, it is added directly to χ . The values of the POIs in T E are upgraded with respect to the new χ . The algorithm then moves to Step (10) to check the next POI; otherwise, current is a virtual POI. We move to the next graph level (
Step (18)). In Steps (19) - (20), we obtain the Snode Sn mapped from current in MS. Then, we calculate the values of the POIs covered by Sn in the new-level graph. The heap T E is reloaded with these POIs for the next round. The iteration stops when |χ| = k or j < 0. VOLUME 6, 2018
Algorithm 5 IMKQueryFunc(·, ·, ·, ·)
Input:
Q: the query k: the required number of result POIs ♦: the upper bound of the cost function T : the feedback set Output:
χ : the result set 1: j ← HI.height 2: G ← G j 3: χ ← ∅ 4: for (each object o in G ) do 5: if (o is a POI) then 6: based on graph G , calculate o's value according to Equation (12) 7:
T E ← o 8: end if 9: end for 10: while (|χ | < k and j ≥ 0) do 11: current ← T E.pop 12: if (current / ∈ MS) then 13: χ ← current 14: based on graph G , upgrade the values of POIs in T E with respect to the updated χ using Equation (12) 15:
go to
Step (10) 16:
j ← j − 1 // move to the next level 18: G ← G j
19:
Sn ← the Snode mapped from current referring to MS 20: based on graph G , calculate the value of the POIs covered by Sn using Equation (12) 21:
T E ← ∅
22:
T E ← POIs covered by Sn 23: end if 24: end while 25: return χ Utilizing the example illustrated in Figure 3 with k = 3, the processing of the IMK query is now introduced. For the initialization, we find that j = 4, G = G 4 and χ = ∅ in Steps (1) to (3). In the first round, we calculate the value of objects v 18 and v 25 according to equation 12, and then, we insert them into T E in ascending order in Steps (4) to (9) . Object v 3 is not added into T E since it is a vertex. In addition, T E = {v 25 , v 18 }. At Step (11), v 25 is popped from T E with the minimal value in T E. At Step (12) , v 25 is judged as a virtual POI because v 25 is contained in MS. In Steps (17) to (22), we empty T E and refill it with POIs v 19 , v 23 and v 24 , which are covered by v 25 in G 3 . In addition, T E = {v 19 , v 23 , v 24 }. All top elements are virtual POI until p 5 is popped from T E and becomes the first result in χ at Step (13) . Then, T E must be upgraded at Step (14) . After upgrading, v 20 is popped from T E, and T E is refilled with {p 1 , p 8 }. Finally, we obtain χ = {p 5 , p 8 , p 0 } and return it to the user.
VII. UPDATING THE HIERARCHICAL INDEX
There are four fundamental changes that can occur in a road network G: deleting an edge, adding an edge, deleting a vertex, and adding a vertex. The process of adding and deleting vertices is always accompanied by adding and deleting edges. Therefore, the process of adding and deleting vertices can be transformed into the process of adding and deleting edges, and for simplicity, only the two processes of adding and deleting edges are discussed in the following section.
A. UPDATE PREPARATION
We define the vertex tuple sets ϒ i A and ϒ i D to contain the vertex tuples (v, v ), where a vertex tuple v, v represents the endpoints of a deleted or added edge e (v,v ) (v,v ) in G 1 , HI must be modified accordingly.
When an edge e (v,v ) ∈ G 1 is deleted, we choose the edge e (v add ,v add ) with the minimum weight from G.E \ e (v,v ) to reconnect the two split parts in G 1 . We store the tuple (v, v ) in ϒ D and (v add , v add ) in ϒ A . The basic components of G 1 are upgraded as follows.
• GC 1 . We delete the edge e (v,v ) from GC 1 .E and insert the edge e (v add ,v add ) into GC 1 .E.
• AD 1 . We remove the records < v , w e (v,v ) > and < v, w e (v,v ) > from l v and l v . Similarly, the records < v add , w e (v add ,v add ) > and < v add , w e (v add ,v add ) > are inserted into l v add and l v add separately.
• MS 1 . MS 1 is empty, as explained in Section VI-B.
• SC In Algorithm 4, we invoke Algorithm 3 to construct G i+1 from the parameter G i , which can be viewed as identical to the process of generating G 2 from G 1 . Hence, AFR(G i , ) is the maximum vertex set that needs to be reconstructed when updating G i+1 . Thus, we only consider the vertices in AFR(G i , ) when updating G i+1 . We propose Algorithm 6 to update HI, starting with G 2 . Note that the process for upgrading G 0 and G 1 and their basic indexes was explained in Section VII-A. At
Step (1), the vertex set CH is maintained to store the vertices to be reconstructed in G j and is initialized with . Then, in
Step (2), we generate the set AF w.r.t CH based on Lemma 1. In Step (5), we check whether the current iteration j is larger than HI.height, and if so, G (j+1) is obtained by calling Algorithm 3 with the parameter G j . Otherwise, we obtain G j+1 by referring to G j+1 , G j and AF. In
Step (8) (9)- (25), we update the components (including MS, AD, SC and GC) for G j+1 . In Steps (26) and (27), we update both vertex sets (CH and AF) and start another iteration. The iteration stops at Step (4) when no vertex of degree greater than 3 exists. Finally, we return {G 0 , G 1 , ..., G j } as the updated hierarchical index.
VIII. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
Dataset. We employed both real and synthetic datasets in the experimental evaluations.
The real dataset was extracted from OpenStreetMap 4 for an area of Atlantic City. The dataset was extracted using a rectangle 
HI : the updated hierarchical index
if (j>HI.height) then 6 :
← call Algorithm 3 with para G j 7:
G new ← call Algorithm 3 with the parameter IS G j AF 9:
as for
we plot the polyline pl A according to 
end for 16: for (each Snode Sn in AF) do 17 :
end for 19 :
as for 
end if
31:
j ← j + 1 32: end while 33: HI ← {G 0 , G 1 , ..., G j } 34: return HI formed by the largest partition of each dataset. Furthermore, we allocate the objects that do not lie on an edge to the nearest edge in the road network. The dataset includes 41,905 objects and 92,548 edges.
The synthetic dataset was a combination of the Atlanta dataset, Atlantic City dataset, and geographic keywords.
The Atlanta dataset was also extracted from OpenStreetMap, and its enclosing rectangle is [(−84.4350,33.7296), (−84.3444,33.7946)]. The geographic keywords were extracted from the dataset published by the U.S. Board on Geographic Names 5 in Georgia. We selected the FEATURE_NAME item from each record as the geographic keywords. We extracted partial road networks from the Atlanta dataset and the Atlantic City dataset. Then, we reconnected the two split road networks with the newly generated edges. The weights of these edges are generated randomly. Next, we replaced all the text of the objects in the connected road network with the geographic keywords. The final synthetic dataset includes 41,905 objects and 92,548 edges.
The real dataset is denoted as RD, while the synthetic dataset is denoted as SD. Figures 13(a)-23(a) are plotted from the solutions employing RD, while Figures 13(b)-23(b) are plotted from the solutions employing SD. To ensure that variations in the dataset do not influence the effectiveness of our algorithms, we compare their performances on RD with those on SD in Section VIII-C. Query Construction. To generate an IMK query, we first randomly pick n objects in the dataset and regard their locations as the users' locations for the query. Figure 11 shows an example of the users' locations. Then, we randomly choose a specified number of words from the objects to form the query keywords. The selected objects are temporarily excluded from the database during query execution. Each query set contains 100 queries. We report the average query performance.
Baseline Solution. Because no algorithm targeting the same functionality as IMK queries exists, we leveraged the concept of an MULK query [7] , [8] to design a baseline solution for performance comparisons in our simulations. The baseline solution is as follows. We generate a weight vector matrix W = {w 0 , w 1 , . . . , w (n−1) } to demonstrate the group users' individual preferences, where the weight vector w i represents user u i 's preferences. Based on the specified group's user preferences in the matrix W , the dynamic-programmingbased solution can achieve optimal results χ optimal by 5 geonames.usgs.gov examining each possible state without interaction. In this section, the following solutions are evaluated.
• Baseline. The dynamic-programming-based solution.
• HI-WI. The interactive hierarchical-index-based solution proposed in Section VI.
• HI-WOI. The hierarchical-index-based solution without interaction. We bypassed the interaction functionality of Algorithm 1 by initializing ♦ = 0, which will cause the subroutine Terminate (F(χ , Q, T ) , ♦) to return True in the first round and return normally.
• HU-WI. The interactive heuristic-based solution proposed in Section V.
• HU-WOI. The heuristic-based solution without interaction. Evaluation Metrics. We use CPU time and accuracy as metrics to evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of the hierarchical-index-based solution, respectively. The CPU time includes only the CPU processing time. The index construction time and I/O time (including the delay time involved in collecting user feedback) are excluded from the CPU time because the hierarchical index is constructed and loaded into memory in advance. We define the accuracy as the distance between the baseline solution and the hierarchicalindex-based solution. Zheng et al. [13] proposed a method for calculating the accuracy that considers the number of overlapped POIs between the optimal results and the query results. However, this metric is unsuitable for our query processing. Because we consider F 2 (χ), the result sets are localized. A suboptimal result set with the second-lowest cost function may not overlap with the optimal result set. Thus, given two result sets, χ A and χ B , a situation may occur in which F(χ A , Q, T ) < F(χ B , Q, T ) and |χ optimal χ A | < |χ optimal χ B |. Obviously, the group's users are willing to accept the result set χ A even though the result set χ B has higher accuracy based on the method in [13] . Hence, we define Accuracy as follows:
where F base and F S are the cost functions of the result set obtained by the baseline solution and the proposed solutions (i.e., heuristic-based solution and hierarchical-index-based solution). Accuracy ∈ [1, +∞) and a lower Accuracy indicates that the query results are 'closer' to the optimal result set.
We normalized the user's satisfaction degree M i to [0, 1] by the following equation:
where M i is u i 's satisfaction degree for the query result set χ calculated by equation 8 in Section III. A larger (M i ) indicates that the query results are preferable by the user u i . We randomly generated 100 IMK queries for a six-user group and calculated their normalized satisfaction degrees. The radar chart shows these users' satisfaction degrees for the query result sets with various Accuracy. As shown in Figure 12 , the query result set with lower Accuracy, which indicates that the results are 'closer' to the optimal result set, is preferable by the group users. Hence, the metric Accuracy can be used to measure the quality of the query results.
Experimental Environment. The experiments were conducted on a PC with an Intel Core i7-6700 processor and 16 GB of RAM, running on a Windows 7 64-bit OS. The code for the experiment was implemented and executed in GraphX 2.0, Spark 2.0.1, Scala-SDK 2.11, and the 64-bit version of JDK 1.8. The Java Virtual Machine Heap was set to 10 GB. The vertex and edge partitions were stored with RDD [Vertex] and RDD[Edges], respectively. Using this setup, we could easily execute our experiments on a Spark cluster even with large data sets. 
A. EFFECTIVENESS OF INTERACTION
Using the solutions employing RD, Figures 13(a)-18(a) show how the Accuracy changes as various parameters change, i.e., the user group size |U |, average number of POI keywords |p.ψ|, average number of keywords supplied by the group's users |u.ψ|, and Sim, where Sim is the portion of keywords shared among the group's users.
Obviously, the Accuracy of the solutions is unaffected as these various parameters increase. We conclude that the effectiveness of the solutions is insensitive to variations in these parameters. However, note that HI-WI achieves better Accuracy values than does HI-WOI, as do HU-WI and HU-WOI. For a specific query, Figure 19 shows how the Accuracy changes over different interaction rounds. This result shows that both HI-WI and HU-WI can achieve the minimum Accuracy value through interactions within 7 rounds. Based on these figures, we can conclude that the effectiveness of the interactive approach is guaranteed. 
B. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
After obtaining the solutions on the RD, Figures 20(a)-23(a) plot the changes in CPU time as the various parameters change (i.e., the user group size |U |, the average number of POI keywords |p.ψ|, the average number of keywords supplied by the group's users |u.ψ|, and the number of POIs | |). The gap between the CPU time of HI-WI and the other solutions (i.e., baseline and HU-WI) is quite clear as the various parameters change. In addition, the CPU time increases linearly as the values of the different parameters increase. This result occurs because more time is consumed computing the value Val p of POI p w.r.t the parameter increases using Equation (12) .
C. THE PERFORMANCE ON VARYING DATASETS
We compare the solutions' performance on RD with that on SD. Figures 13(b)-23(b) show the CPU time and the Accuracy on the synthetic dataset. We can also observe qualitatively similar results on the real dataset and synthetic dataset by comparing their performances. It can be concluded that the differences in the datasets do not influence the effectiveness of our algorithms. Put differently, these results validate the extensive applicability of our algorithms. 
D. THE STABILITY COMPARISON
We randomly generated 100 IMK queries with various u.λ and u.ψ for a ten-user query group. The queries were executed on the real dataset RD with |p.λ| = 4 and | | = 10k. As shown in Figure 24 , the solution for HI-WI is more stable than HU-WI, although HU-WI can sometimes achieve a better Accuracy. This result indicates the effectiveness of the hierarchical index for the road networks. On the other hand, the Accuracy of HI-WI varies between 1.15 and 1.25, which shows that the query results are 'close' to the optimal results. Put differently, this result indicates that HI-WI performs well. Table 3 and Figure 25 show the CPU time and memory consumed when building the hierarchical index HI with Algorithm 4. Note that the consumed memory includes both the components of HI and those of the RDDs in GraphX. Obviously, both the CPU time and memory increase linearly as the size of the original dataset grows. This result occurs because we invoke Algorithm 3 more often when constructing the hierarchical index for larger datasets, which consumes more time. Similarly, larger datasets involve more levels of HI that include more Snodes, whose storage also requires memory. 
E. THE PERFORMANCE OF BUILDING THE HIERARCHICAL INDEX
F. THE PERFORMANCE WHEN UPDATING THE HIERARCHICAL INDEX
In Figure 26 , the horizontal axis represents the proportion being updated, while the vertical axis denotes the CPU time required to update the hierarchical index HI. The updating proportion represents the proportion of edges added to or deleted from graph G. Because the process of adding and deleting vertices can be transformed into the process of adding and deleting edges, we only consider the performance changes due to variations in the updating proportion of edges during the updating process. Note that changes to the road networks in an area are randomly distributed over long periods but typically occur locally over short periods.
For instance, the modifications in Atlantic City from 2010 to 2017 are distributed randomly, but on Jan. 2017, several roads around the Atlantic City Aquarium required adjustment. Thus, to simulate these phenomena, we adopt two updating strategies, random updating and local updating, to evaluate the performance of our updating algorithm. Random updating involves randomly adding and deleting edges in graph G. In contrast, to simulate local updating, we first generate a subgraph G s from G, where |G s .V | = 4, 027 and |G s .E = 4, 026|. Then, the edges in G s are added and deleted randomly during the updating process.
We observe that the CPU times of both strategies increase as the updating proportion grows. This result occurs because a larger updating proportion leads to scenarios in which greater numbers of vertices and subgraphs must be rebuilt, which consumes more CPU time. Given the same updating proportion, the local updating strategy performs better than the random updating strategy. This result occurs because the |AFR(·, ·)| involved in local updating is much smaller than that required for random updating. Thus, local updating consumes less CPU time when rebuilding the induced subgraphs and HI.
IX. RELATED WORK
The works most related to ours are [6] , [20] , [21] , which process collective spatial keyword queries (CSKQ). Cao et al. [6] defined the problem of retrieving a group of spatial web objects such that a user group's keywords collectively cover the query's keywords and such that the objects in the result set are nearest to the query location and have the lowest inter-object distances. Gao et al. [21] extended the problem to include road networks. However, these queries are different from IMK queries.
Collective spatial keyword queries only find a set of POIs that collectively cover the query keywords. By itself, each POI in the result set does not necessarily meet the users' requirements. In contrast, an IMK query finds the best POI acceptable to all the group's users rather than a set of POIs that collectively satisfy a group's users.
Some papers adopt alternative definitions of interactive queries. For example, rather than directly asking a group's users for their individual preferences, Zheng et al. [13] enhanced a conventional top-k spatial keyword query with interactions from which they progressively learned users' individual preferences. Nanongkai et al. [12] studied the problem of minimizing the regret ratio [22] for a system enhanced with interaction. Mindolin and Chomicki [23] also equipped a conventional skyline query with interaction. In that approach, a user must partition presented examples into desirable and undesirable groups.
However, these interactive queries only focus on a single query user associated with a location. They ignore the problem of a group of users. For a single user, the results can be conveniently obtained by including or excluding POIs that the user prefers or dislikes, respectively, through interactions. For a group of users, however, a straightforward approach to include or exclude choices during interaction is infeasible because a POI that satisfies all the requirements of one user may be disliked by another user. Specifically, our work differs from that of [12] as follows. In [12] , when the result POIs are presented to users at each round, only one ''genuinely'' exists in the . Although the system retrieves the actual POIs from the that maximizes the cost function at the end of this process, a user may become confused or frustrated during the course of the interaction. Considering that this system is a typical application of location-based keyword query, displaying numerous fake POIs may result in users feeling that the process is unreliable or even fraudulent. In contrast, in our solution, all the result POIs presented to the group's users in each round genuinely exist in .
In addition, most of the query types mentioned above are performed using Euclidean space. Spatio-textual indexes combining R-trees and inverted files are employed to index the POIs in these queries. However, in realistic applications, both the distributions of POIs and the movements of users are restricted by the road networks, and the distances between two POIs cannot be computed efficiently using R-trees. An indexing architecture for indexing POIs in road networks was proposed in [14] , [15] , and [16] . However, this indexing architecture permitted queries to start with only one query user and considered the increasing order of network distance to a query location. To support multiple-user queries, the index structure must provide an efficient method for comparing multiple POIs under road networks. Hence, we proposed hierarchical indexing to index POIs under road networks.
X. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed an IMK query that can mine group users' individual preferences automatically based on their feedbacks. Furthermore, we processed the queries under road networks to simulate its realistic usage. We also proposed a hierarchical index and provided a hierarchical indexing updating algorithm for road networks to improve the query processing efficiency. A comprehensive experimental evaluation was conducted, and the results clearly demonstrate the effectiveness of our solutions under various parameter settings. We discuss the first circumstance, VS 
